This Week your child learned:

**Theme for October: Science- Space**

**Reading –**

**Classics:** *Christmas Carol* – we are reading the Christmas Carol play act 1 Marley’s Ghost

**Unique:** introduction to our galaxy

**Novel:** *Tom Sawyer* by Mark Twain - We have been introduced to the characters Huck Finn and Injun Joe

*Leveled silent reading book for classroom and library books (ask your student their book titles)

**N2You**- Celebrating the National Children's museum in Washington DC

**Creative Writing:** “You have a magic bike, what will your adventure be?”

**Social Studies**- We made a map of the 7 continents and labeled each continent. **Science**- When we read that the National Children's Museum had an exhibit with slime, we knew right away that we had to make some!

**Save the Date:**

11-15 Memorial Mass

11/19-20\(^{th}\) ½ day practice at GPAC

11-23 Sat. Christmas Play work day

11-25 Play practice at GPAC

11-27 Thanksgiving break begins

---

**A Message from Ms. McCormick**

Our CBI to the Pink Palace Museum was AWESOME! We so enjoyed our time together and watching the amazement on the kids’ faces as they viewed fossils, gemstones, and Dinosaurs. The Auto Zone Planetarium’s show, The Cardboard-box Rocket took us on an amazing adventure into space to visit each planet in our solar system. After the show we viewed the night sky that can be viewed this week on a clear night.

---

**Language Arts**

Spelling

Vocabulary

Reading

**Math Concepts**

Time

Money

Addition

Subtraction

**Social Studies/Science**

Cooking

Science Experiments

Functional skills

World events